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Distributed Optimization for Network Resource
Allocation with Nonsmooth Utility Functions
Hideaki Iiduka

Abstract—The network utility maximization (NUM) problem
is the problem of maximizing the overall utility of a network
under capacity constraints, where each source in the network
has its own private nonsmooth concave utility function (which
allows the true utility to be modeled accurately) and each link
in the network has only its capacity constraint. To solve this
problem, two distributed optimization algorithms are proposed:
a projected proximal algorithm and a projected subgradient
algorithm. These algorithms can be implemented for the case
that each source tries to maximize only its utility by using
its proximity operator or subdifferential and each link tries to
satisfy only its capacity constraint by using the metric projection
onto its capacity constraint set. A convergence analysis indicates
that these algorithms are sufficient for each source to find
the optimal resource allocation. The convergence, optimality,
and performance of the proposed algorithms are demonstrated
through numerical comparisons with the existing decentralized
network flow control algorithm.
Index Terms—Distributed optimization, metric projection, network utility maximization, nonsmooth utility function, proximity
operator, subdifferential.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N modern communication networks, a critical problem is
how best to allocate the network resources. One method of
addressing this problem is to treat it as a utility-based resource
allocation problem, for which the goal is to determine the
source rates that maximize the overall utility, that is, the utility
aggregated over all sources, where the constraints are all of
the link capacity constraints. This problem is referred to as
the network utility maximization (NUM) problem [13], [26,
Chapter 2].
In the case that all sources have the same logarithmic utility
function, the resource allocation from the NUM is said to
be proportionally fair [13], [20], [26, Chapter 2] (refer to,
e.g., [20] for a comparison of standard definitions of fairness).
Various optimization algorithms for solving the NUM problem
have been reported that can be applied to the standard smooth
concave functions. For example, asynchronous distributed algorithms [17] use projected gradient algorithms to perform
NUM. Wei et al. [27], [28] proposed a distributed Newtontype fast converging algorithm for the NUM problem that has a
superlinear rate of convergence. Beck et al. [2] proposed a fast
distributed gradient method as an alternative to decentralized
algorithms using dual-based gradient methods. Marašević et
al. [18] proposed a fast distributed stateless algorithm for
general smooth utility maximization problems. For cases that
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the utility functions are differentiable but nonconcave, various
iterative algorithms [10], [12] have been proposed.
When each source has a transmission rate demand for some
application’s service, the utility of the source increases with
increasing transmission rate for transmission rates less than
the demand and is constant for transmission rates above the
demand. Thus, the utility function of the source is a nonsmooth
concave function1 . Therefore, in the present work on the NUM
problem, we assume that the utility function of each source is
concave but not necessarily differentiable at all points.
In the case of nonsmooth concave utility functions, typical
techniques using the (Lipschitz continuous) gradients and
Hessian of the utility functions are not available for the NUM
problem. Therefore, for the present work, we use proximity
operators [1, Definition 12.23], [19], [21], [25] of nonsmooth
concave utility functions, which are utilized in practical problems in signal processing [7], [8]. We also use subdifferentials
[1, Definition 16.1] of nonsmooth concave utility functions,
which are useful for solving distributed convex optimization
problems [3], [22]. Using a proximity operator or a subdifferential, each source can separately maximize its own utility2 .
There have been useful algorithms that can be applied to the
NUM problem with nonsmooth concave utility functions. For
example, a distributed algorithm [25] uses proximity operators
of utility functions and the metric projection using all of the
link capacity constraints. Bertsekas [3] proposed incremental
optimization algorithms using the metric projection onto the
intersection of all of the link capacity constraint sets. Nedić
and Ozdaglar [23], [24] proposed dual subgradient and primaldual subgradient methods to solve the NUM problem in a
distributed manner. Recently, Yu and Neely [30] proposed a
fast dual subgradient method that can be applied to the case
where utility functions are concave.
The main objective of this paper is to propose distributed
optimization algorithms that enable each source to find the
optimal solution to the NUM problem for the case that each
source tries to maximize its utility and each link tries to satisfy
only its own capacity constraint. To address this goal, we
consider a network system [17], [30] such that each source
can communicate with links that it uses and each link can
communicate with sources that uses it. We refer to sources
1 As a simple example showing that a utility function need not be differentiable, suppose that the transmission rate of source s is xs and that
the transmission rate demand is r0 . Then the utility function defined as
us (xs ) = xs for xs ≤ r0 and us (xs ) = r0 for xs > r0 is nondifferentiable.
2 The computational efficient of the proximity operators of several commonly used functions, such as the l1 -norm, quadratic polynomial, logarithm,
and sums of these functions, are shown in Tables 10.1 and 10.2 in [8].
Examples of functions of which subdifferentials can be efficiently computed
are shown in [1, Chapters 16–18].
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and links in the communication network as users and assume
that each user and its neighboring users that can communicate
with it form a subnetwork in which each user can transmit its
estimate to its neighboring users.
For this research, we propose two distributed optimization
algorithms and apply these algorithms to the solution of the
NUM problem. The first proposed algorithm is a projected
proximal algorithm based on the random projected proximal
algorithm [11, Algorithm 3.1]. The second proposed algorithm
is a projected subgradient algorithm based on the random
projected subgradient algorithm [11, Algorithm 4.1]. The
proposed algorithms can work for the case where, at each time,
each user receives its neighboring users’ estimates, computes
their average, and updates its estimate by using the computable
metric projection and proximal point (or subgradient) of its
own private utility function at the average.
The proposed algorithms are related to the existing algorithms for solving the NUM problem with nonsmooth concave
utility functions described in the fifth paragraph of this section.
The algorithms in [3], [25] need to use the metric projection
onto the intersection of all the link capacity constraint sets
(see algorithms (8) and (9) for the details of the algorithms
in [3], [25]). Since this intersection is complicated, it would
be difficult to compute the metric projection. The proposed
algorithms can be implemented using only the computable
metric projections onto half-spaces and can solve the NUM
problem over the complicated intersection of all the capacity
constraint sets. The dual subgradient and primal-dual subgradient methods [23], [24] can be implemented under the
assumption that there exist “network providers” [23, p.1761]
knowing all of the link capacities (see algorithm (11) for
the details of the method in [23]). However, it might not be
realistic to assume the existences of network providers. The
proposed algorithms can be implemented under the assumption
that there is no user that knows all of the link capacities
and that each link knows only its own private link capacity.
The decentralized network flow control (DNFC) algorithm [30,
Algorithm 2] can work for the case where each user transmits
its estimate to its neighboring users and can solve the NUM
problem considered in the present paper [30, Theorem 3, (23)]
(see algorithm (13) for the details of the DNFC algorithm).
This paper makes the following three contributions. First,
this paper formulates the NUM problem as a nonsmooth
concave optimization problem over the intersection of closed
convex sets (Problem II.1). Allowing the utility function of
each source to be nonsmooth enables it to accurately model the
true utility. Secondly, our convergence analysis indicates that
the whole sequence generated by either of our two proposed
algorithms with diminishing step sizes converges to the NUM
problem solution (Theorems III.1 and III.2). In particular,
the present paper presents a convergence rate analysis of
the proposed algorithms (Theorem III.1(ii)) that could not be
performed using the analysis method in [11, Subsections 3.2
and 4.2] of random projection algorithms. We also perform a
detailed convergence analysis of the proposed algorithms with
constant step sizes (Theorem III.1(i)), unlike [11]. Finally, the
behaviors of the two proposed algorithms are compared to that
of the DNFC algorithm [30, Algorithm 2] and it is shown that

the proposed algorithms with diminishing step sizes performed
better than the DNFC algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the constraint sets and utility functions of the
users and states the NUM problem in terms of a nonsmooth
concave optimization over the intersection of closed convex
sets. Section III gives the details of the proposed projected
proximal and subgradient algorithms and shows the results
of a convergence analysis. It also provides comparisons of the
proposed algorithms with the existing algorithms for the NUM
problem. In Section IV, a concrete NUM problem is examined
and the behaviors of the two proposed algorithms and the
DNFC algorithm are compared numerically. First, however,
we present the notation and some definitions used herein.
A. Notation and Definitions
RS denotes an S-dimensional Euclidean space with inner
product h·, ·i which induces norm k · k, and RS+ := {x :=
(xs )Ss=1 ∈ RS : xs ≥ 0 (s = 1, 2, . . . , S)}. N denotes the set
of natural numbers (namely, the positive integers and zero).
[W ]ij and W > denote the (i, j)th entry and the transpose
of a matrix W . Id denotes the identity mapping on RS . The
fixed point set of a mapping T : RS → RS is denoted by
Fix(T ) := {x ∈ RS : T (x) = x}.
A mapping T : RS → RS is nonexpansive [1, Definition
4.1(ii)] if kT (x) − T (y)k ≤ kx − yk (x, y ∈ RS ), and T is
firmly nonexpansive if kT (x)−T (y)k2 +k(Id−T )(x)−(Id−
T )(y)k2 ≤ kx − yk2 (x, y ∈ RS ). The metric projection onto
a nonempty closed convex set C ⊂ RS is denoted by PC , and
PC (x) (x ∈ RS ) is such that
PC (x) ∈ C and kx − PC (x)k = d(x, C) := inf kx − yk.
y∈C

The mapping PC is firmly nonexpansive and satisfies
Fix(PC ) = C [1, Proposition 4.8, (4.8)].
Given a convex function f : RS → R, the proximity
operator of f [1, Definition 12.23], [19], [21], denoted by
Proxf , maps every x ∈ RS to the unique minimizer of
f (·) + (1/2)kx − ·k2 . That is, for all x ∈ RS ,


1
{Proxf (x)} = argmin f (y) + kx − yk2 .
2
y∈RS
The subdifferential [1, Definition 16.1] of f : RS → R is
the set-valued operator defined for all x ∈ RS by


∂f (x) := u ∈ RS : f (y) ≥ f (x) + hy − x, ui y ∈ RS .
A point u ∈ ∂f (x) is said to be a subgradient of f at x.
A directed graph G := (V, E) is a finite nonempty set
V of nodes (users) and a collection E of ordered pairs of
distinct nodes from V [4, p. 394]. A directed graph is said
to be strongly connected if, for each pair of nodes i and
l, there exists a directed path from i to l [4, p. 394]. The
network topology at time k is expressed as a directed graph
G(k) := (V, E(k)), where E(k) ⊂ V × V and (i, j) ∈ E(k)
stands for a link such that user i receives information from
user j at time k. Let Ni (k) ⊂ V be the set of users that send
information to user i; i.e., Ni (k) := {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E(k)}
and i ∈ Ni (k) (i ∈ V, k ≥ 0). We call user j (j ∈ Ni (k))
neighboring user j of user i at time k.
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II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We consider an abstract network comprising a set of sources
S := {1, 2, . . . , S} and a set of links L := {1, 2, . . . , L},
where link l has capacity cl ∈ R+ . Let S(l) ⊂ S denote the
set of sources that use link l and let L(s) ⊂ L denote the set
of links used by source s. The transmission rate of source s
is denoted by xs ∈ R+ . We refer to i ∈ V := S ∪ L as user i.
A. Capacity Constraints
The capacity constraint for link l is the restriction that the
sum of the transmission rates of all the sources sharing the link
be less than or equal to cl . Accordingly, the capacity constraint
set Cl ⊂ RS of link l is defined by




X
Cl := x := (xs )s∈S ∈ RS :
xs ≤ cl .
(1)


s∈S(l)

We assume that link l has a constraint set Cl having a closedform expression. This implies that link l knows the elements
in S(l) and the value of cl . Other users cannot know the
information of link l. In this paper, we call the information that
only user i knows user i’s private information. Since Cl is a
half-space, the metric projection PCl onto Cl can be computed
within a finite number of arithmetic operations [1, Example
28.16]3 . Hence, Pl := PCl is link l’s private information.
We also assume that source s maximizes its utility over
the interval Is := [0, Ms ], where Ms > 0 denotes the
maximum allowed rate for source s (see Subsection II-B for
the definitions of utility functions). In this case, the constraint
set of source s is defined by

Cs := x := (xs )s∈S ∈ RS : xs ∈ Is := [0, Ms ] .
(2)
Since no one knows the value of Ms except source s, the
computable projection Ps := PCs is source s’s private information.
Consistent with the above discussion, the following is
assumed.
Assumption II.1
(i) Link l (l ∈ L) has the metric projection Pl onto Cl with
Fix(Pl ) = Cl , which is its own private information,
where Cl is defined by (1).
(ii) Source s (s ∈ S) has the metric projection Ps onto
Cs with Fix(Ps ) = Cs , which is its own private
information, where Cs is defined by (2).
The constraint set in the NUM problem is composed of
the intervals for maximum allowed rates for sources and the
capacity constraints for links. Accordingly, the constraint set
is defined as the following subset of RS :
\
\
\
C := (I1 × · · · × IS ) ∩
Cl =
Cs ∩
Cl
l∈L

=

\
s∈S

Fix(Ps ) ∩

\

s∈S

l∈L

(3)

Fix(Pl ).

l∈L

metric projection PH onto a half-space H := {x ∈ RS : ha, xi ≤
r} is given by PH (x) = x for x ∈ H and PH (x) = x + ((r −
ha, xi)/kak2 )a for x ∈
/ H, where r ∈ R, a 6= 0, and functions h·, ·i
and k · k are respectively the inner product and norm of RS .
3 The

B. Utility Function
We assume that each source s in the network acts so as
to maximize its own utility. The utility of source s is defined
by the value of a utility function us at current rate xs . The
resource allocation corresponding to the utility function of
source s defined for all x := (xs )s∈S ∈ RS+ by
us (x) := ws log(xs + ps ),

(4)

where ws , ps > 0 are source s’s private information, is said
to be weighted proportionally fair [13], [20], [26, Chapter
2.1]. The function defined by (4) is differentiable and strictly
concave [1, Proposition 17.13(i), (iv)], which implies that
the utility of each source increases for any increase in its
transmission rate. Moreover, the function us defined by (4)
is Lipschitz continuous on Cs (see (2) for the definition of the
constraint set of source s).
We also assume the existence of a source having utility
which increases with increasing transmission rate when its
transmission rate is less than a certain value (e.g., the rate
needed for an application’s service) but does not always
increase when its transmission rate is more than this value.
Such a utility function is, for example, expressed as the
following nonsmooth, Lipschitz continuous function: for all
x := (xs )s∈S ∈ RS+ ,
us (x) := − max{−ws (xs − as ) + bs , bs },

(5)

where ws > 0 and as , bs ∈ R are source s’s private
information (see also Section IV). The function us defined
by (5) is concave [7, Lemma 10]. Meanwhile, we assume that
each link l in the network does not have utility of its own since
the NUM problem is to maximize the sum of utility functions
of all sources.
As seen in (4) and (5), the closed-form expression of us is
source s’s private information. From the above discussion, the
following is assumed.
Assumption II.2
(i) The utility function us : RS → R of source s (s ∈ S)
is concave and Lipschitz continuous, which is its own
private information. In addition, each source s has
an associated proximity operator and an associated
subdifferential.
(ii) The utility function ul : RS → R of link l (l ∈ L) is
defined for all x ∈ RS by ul (x) = 0.
This proximity operator of −us defined by either (4) or
(5) can be easily computed within a finite number of arithmetic operations [7, Lemma 10], [8, Tables 10.1 and 10.2].
The subgradients of −us defined by either (4) or (5) can
be computed efficiently [1, Chapter 16]. Assumption II.2(ii)
implies that, for all l ∈ L, all x ∈ RS , and all α > 0,
Prox−αul (x) = x and ∂(−ul )(x) = {0}.
C. NUM problem
The main objective of this paper is to solve the NUM
problem,
X
\
\
maximize
us (x) subject to x ∈ C :=
Cs ∩
Cl ,
s∈S

s∈S

l∈L
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where us : RS+ → R satisfies Assumption II.2(i), and Cl and
Cs are the subsets of RS defined by (1) and (2), respectively.
Assumption II.2(ii) and (3), together with V := S ∪ L,
thus imply that the NUM problem considered here can be
formulated as follows.
Problem II.1 Under Assumptions II.1 and II.2,
X
maximize U (x) :=
ui (x)
i∈V

subject to x ∈ C :=

\

Fix(Pi ).

i∈V

T
The solution set of Problem
II.1 is
T
T nonempty since s∈S Cs
is bounded and C ⊂ s∈S Cs = s∈S Fix(Ps ) [1, Corollary
8.31, Proposition 11.14].

where e ∈ RS+L denotes a column vector in which all the
entries are equal to one. Moreover, Theorem 3.2.1 in [6]
and the remark in [29, Theorem 1] show that (6) means
the network is strongly connected. Accordingly, Assumption
III.2 holds if ρ < 1. For example, ρ < 1 holds when one
is a simple eigenvalue of W (k) and all other eigenvalues
are strictly less than one in magnitude [29, p.67]. We need
methods for setting wij (k) (i ∈ V, j ∈ Ni (k)) that satisfy Assumption III.3. For example, there is a decentralized
method that can be implemented under the condition that users
pass along messages in cyclic order. Our GitHub repository
(URL: https://github.com/iiduka-researches/misc/blob/master/
misc/matrix.py) provides the implementation in Python.
B. Projected Proximal Algorithm

III. D ISTRIBUTED O PTIMIZATION A LGORITHMS
Assumptions II.1 and II.2 ensure that source s uses only
the closed-form expressions of us and Cs and link l uses
only the closed-form expressions of ul and Cl . This section
proposes two distributed optimization algorithms that enable
each user to solve Problem II.1 without using other users’
private information.
A. Assumptions
To address the goal of this paper, the following is assumed.
Assumption III.1 [17, p.864]
(i) Source s (s ∈ S) can communicate with link l (l ∈
L(s)), and link l (l ∈ L) can communicate with source
s (s ∈ S(l)).
(ii) At time k, each user i (i ∈ V) and its neighboring users
j (j ∈ Ni (k)) form a network in which each user can
transmit its estimate to its neighboring users.
To solve Problem II.1 in a distributed manner, the following
assumptions are also needed.
Assumption III.2 [16, S
Assumption 4] There exists Q ≥ 1
Q−1
such that the graph (V, l=0 E(k + l)) is strongly connected
for all k ∈ N.
Assumption III.3 [16, Assumption 5] For k ∈ N, user i has
a set of weight parameters wij (k) (j ∈ V) satisfying the
following:
(i) wij (k) ≥ 0 for all j ∈ V and wij (k) = 0 when j ∈
/
Ni (k);
(ii) There exists w ∈ (0, 1) such that wij (k) ≥ w for all
jP∈ Ni (k).
P
(iii)
j∈V wij (k) = 1 for all i ∈ V and
i∈V wij (k) = 1
for all j ∈ V.
A relationship exists between Assumptions III.2 and III.3.
The matrix W (k) defined by [W (k)]ij := wij (k) (k ∈
N) satisfying Assumption III.3(i)–(iii) is said to be doubly
stochastic [16, Assumption 5]. Theorem 1 in [29] indicates
that the spectral radius ρ of the doubly stochastic matrix W (k)
(k ∈ N) is less than one if and only if, for all k ∈ N,
lim W (k)t =

t→+∞

ee>
,
S+L

(6)

Algorithm 1 is a projected proximal algorithm for solving
Problem II.1 under the assumptions in Sections II and III-A.
Algorithm 1 Projected proximal algorithm
Require: (αk )k∈N ⊂ (0, +∞)
1: k ← 0, xi (0) ∈ RS (i ∈ V := S ∪ L)
2: loop
3:
for i = 1 to iX
= V := S + L do
4:
vi (k) :=
wij (k)xj (k)
j∈Ni (k)

xi (k + 1) := Pi (Prox−αk ui (vi (k)))
(
Ps (Prox−αk us (vs (k)))
=
Pl (vl (k))
5:
6:
7:

(i = s ∈ S)
(i = l ∈ L)

end for
k ←k+1
end loop

Assumption III.1 ensures that user i receives xj (k) from
its neighboring users j ∈ Ni (k). Moreover, Assumption III.3
means that user i has a set of weight parameters wij (k)
(j ∈ V), which implies that user i can compute the weighted
average vi (k) in step 4 of Algorithm 1. When user i is
source s, source s tries to maximize its utility function us
over its constraint set Cs defined by (2). The simplest way to
achieve this objective is for source s to implement a projected
proximal algorithm [3], [25] using both the metric projection
Ps onto Cs and the proximity operator Prox−αus (α > 0).
Assumptions II.1(ii) and II.2(i) guarantee that source s can
use the computable metric projection Ps and the computable
proximity operator Prox−αus (α > 0). Since source s has
vs (k), source s can implement the projected proximal algorithm defined by xs (k + 1) = Ps (Prox−αk us (vs (k))). When
user i is link l, link l tries to satisfy only the condition in
its constraint set Cl defined by (1) since link l does not
have utility of its own, i.e., ul (x) = 0. Accordingly, it
is sufficient for link l to implement a projection algorithm
using the metric projection Pl onto Cl . Assumption II.1(i)
ensures that link l can use the computable metric projection
Pl , and hence, link l can implement the projection algorithm
defined by xl (k + 1) = Pl (vl (k)). Since Assumption II.2(ii)
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implies that Prox−αk ul (vl (k)) = vl (k), we can see that
xl (k + 1) = Pl (vl (k)) = Pl (Prox−αk ul (vl (k))).
The following is a convergence analysis of Algorithm 1.
The proof of Theorem III.1 is given in Appendix A.
Theorem III.1 Suppose that Assumptions II.1, II.2, III.1,
III.2, and III.3 hold. Then the sequences (vi (k))k∈N and
(xi (k))k∈N (i ∈ V) generated by Algorithm 1 satisfy the
following properties:
(i) If αk := α is chosen for all k ∈ N, then there exist
positive real numbers Mi (i = 1, 2) such that
X
lim inf
d(xi (k), C)2 ≤ M1 α2 and
k→+∞

P
2
kviP
(k) − x? k (i ∈ V, k ∈ N), i.e.,
i∈V d(vi (k), C) =
? 2
O( i∈V kviP
(k) − x k ). Meanwhile,
P condition (A) 2 im? 2
plies
that
c
kv
(k)
−
x
k
≤
i
i∈V
P
Pi∈V d(vi (k), C) 2 ≤
? 2
kv
(k)
−
x
k
(k
∈
N),
i.e.,
i
i∈V
i∈V d(vi (k), C) =
P
Θ( i∈V kvi (k) − x? k2 ) [15, p.19]. Theorem
P III.1(ii) (a) and2
(b) indicate that, under the assumption that i∈V
P d(vi (k), C)
is bounded not only above but also below by i∈V kvi (k) −
x? k2 asymptotically4 , the optimality error between the sum
of the values of ui (i ∈ V) at the average of (PC (vi (t)))kt=1
and U ? converges at a rate of O((1 + log k)/k) or O(1/k).
The DNFC algorithm [30, Algorithm 2] achieves an O(1/k)
convergence rate (see (14)).

i∈V

lim sup

X

ui (PC (vi (k))) ≥ U ? − M2 α,

k→+∞ i∈V

where d(x, C) := inf y∈C kx − yk (x ∈ RS ) and U ? is
the optimal value of ProblemP
II.1.
+∞
(ii) If
(α
)
is
such
that
= +∞ and
k
k∈N
k=0 αk
P+∞ 2
α
<
+∞,
then
(x
(k))
(i
∈
V) converges
i
k∈N
k=0 k
to a solution x? of Problem II.1, as well as satisfying
that
!2
 
k
X
1
1X
xi (t), C
=O
.
(7)
d
k t=1
k
i∈V

Assume thatP(A) there exists a positive
P real number c
such that c i∈V kvi (k) − x? k2 ≤ i∈V d(vi (k), C)2
for all k ∈ N. Then the following hold:
(a) If αk = c1 /k for some positive real number c1 , then
!


k
X
1 + log k
1X
PC (vi (t)) ≥ U ? − O
;
ui
k t=1
k

C. Projected Subgradient Algorithm
The following is a distributed subgradient algorithm for
solving Problem II.1 (see [16, (2a), (2b)] for a distributed
random projection algorithm for smooth convex optimization).
Algorithm 2 is obtained by replacing Prox−αk ui (vi (k)) in
Algorithm 1 with vi (k) − αk gi (k), where gi (k) stands for the
subgradient of −ui at vi (k) and gl (k) = 0 (l ∈ L, k ∈ N)
(by Assumption II.2(ii)).
Algorithm 2 Projected subgradient algorithm
Require: (αk )k∈N ⊂ (0, +∞)
1: k ← 0, xi (0) ∈ RS (i ∈ V := S ∪ L)
2: loop
3:
for i = 1 to iX
= V := S + L do
4:
vi (k) :=
wij (k)xj (k)
j∈Ni (k)

gi (k) ∈ ∂(−ui )(vi (k))
xi (k + 1) := Pi (vi (k) − αk gi (k))
(
Ps (vs (k) − αk gs (k))
=
Pl (vl (k))

i∈V

(b) If αk = c2 /(k + 1) for some positive real number
c2 , then
!
 
k
X
X
1
2
?
tPC (vi (t)) ≥ U − O
ui
.
k(k + 1) t=1
k
i∈V

Theorem III.1(i) implies that lim inf k→+∞ d(xi (k), C)2 ≤
M1 α2 (i ∈ V). Accordingly, we can expect that the sequence
(xi (k))k∈N (i ∈ V) generated by Algorithm 1 with a small
step size α approximates a point in the constraint set of the
NUM problem. Moreover, Theorem III.1(i) implies that, when
α is small, vi (k) (i ∈ V) may approximate a solution to the
NUM problem.
Meanwhile, Theorem III.1(ii) guarantees that, if we can
choose a diminishing step size (αk )k∈N (e.g., αk := 1/k
(k ∈ N\{0})), then the sequence (xi (k))k∈N of each user
i converges to a solution of Problem II.1, i.e., each source s
and each link l can find the optimal resource allocation in a
distributed manner. From (7), we have that
!2
 
k
1
1X
(i ∈ V),
xi (t), C
=O
d
k t=1
k
which implies that the squared distance between the average
of (xi (t))kt=1 and C converges at an O(1/k) rate. In general, we have that d(vi (k), C) := inf x∈C kvi (k) − xk ≤

5:
6:
7:

(i = s ∈ S)
(i = l ∈ L)

end for
k ←k+1
end loop

The following convergence analysis of Algorithm 2 is the
same as that in Theorem III.1. We can prove Theorem III.2
by referring to the proof of Theorem III.1 and the results in
[11, Section 4] (see Appendix A).
Theorem III.2 Suppose that the assumptions in Theorem III.1
hold. Then, the sequences (vi (k))k∈N and (xi (k))k∈N (i ∈ V)
generated by Algorithm 2 satisfy the properties in Theorem
III.1(i) and (ii).
D. Existing Algorithms for Nonsmooth Convex Optimization
This subsection surveys optimization algorithms for solving
Problem II.1 and related work. Parikh and Boyd proposed the
following algorithm [25, Subsection 5.4, (5.14)] that can be
P
4 We verified that (
? 2
i∈V kvi (k) − x k )k∈N generated by Algorithms
1Pand 2 used in Section IV has almost the same convergence rate as
( i∈V d(vi (k), C)2 )k∈N and Algorithms 1 and 2 satisfy (A) for all
k ≤ 103 with c = 10−3 .
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applied to Problem II.1: Suppose that user i has xi (k), vi (k),
x(k + 1), z(k), and v(k) at time k. User i computes
xi (k + 1) := Prox−λui (xi (k) − z(k) − v(k)) ,
z(k + 1) := PC (x(k + 1) + v(k)) ,

(8)

vi (k + 1) := vi (k) + xi (k + 1) − z(k + 1),
where λ > 0. Bertsekas proposed three incremental
P proximal
algorithms [3, (19), (20), (21)] for minimizing i∈V (fi (x) +
hi (x)) subject to x ∈ C, where fi : RS → R and hi : RS → R
(i ∈ V) are convex, and the proximal operator of fi and the
subdifferential of hi can be computed efficiently. For example,
algorithm (20) in [3] is as follows:
z(k) := Proxλk fi (x(k)) ,


˜ i (z(k)) ,
x(k + 1) := PC z(k) − λk ∇h

(9)

whereP(λk )k∈N ⊂ (0, 1) satisfies that limk→+∞ λk = 0
+∞
and
k=0 λk = +∞, {fi , hi } are chosen for iteration in
a cyclic order or a randomized order [3, p.170, (1), (2)],
˜ i (x) ∈ ∂hi (x) (i ∈ V, x ∈ RS ). Under certain
and ∇h
assumptions, the sequence (x(k))k∈N P
generated by algorithm
(9) converges to some minimizer of i∈V (fi + hi ) over C
[3, Propositions 6 and 9]. When algorithms (8) and (9) are
applied to Problem II.1, it is necessary to compute the metric
projection PC onto C defined by (3). Since the form of (3)
is not always simple, it would be difficult to apply algorithms
using PC at each iteration to Problem II.1.
Nedić and Ozdaglar [23], [24] studied the dual problem of
Problem II.1 as follows:
X
X
maximize q(µ) :=
max {us (xs ) − xs µs } +
µl cl
s∈S

xs ∈Is

l∈L

subject to µ := (µi )i∈V ∈ RV+ .

of Cl ) and each source s uses only its own utility function
and constraint set (i.e., the closed-form expressions of us and
Cs ). As a result, they can find the optimal resource allocation
using Algorithms 1 and 2 (Theorems III.1 and III.2).
Yu and Neely proposed a decentralized dual subgradient algorithm [30, Algorithm 2] that can be applied to the multipath
NUM problem including Problem II.1. The following is the
DNFC algorithm [30, Algorithm 2] for Problem II.1. Given a
point Ql (k), each link l receives xs (k) (s ∈ S(l)) and updates
Ql (k + 1) and Yl (k + 1) defined as follows:
Ql (k + 1)
:= max




−



X

xs (k) + cl , Ql (k) +

s∈S(l)

X

Yl (k + 1) := Ql (k + 1) +

X

xs (k) − cl .

s∈S(l)

Link l transmits Yl (k + 1) to source s (s ∈ S(l)). Meanwhile,
given points xs (k − 1), ys (k − 1), Rs (k), and Zs (k), each
source s receives Yl (k) (l ∈ L(s)) and updates xs (k) defined
as follows:

Ms

X
1

Yl (k) − Zs (k) ,
xs (k) := xs (k − 1) −
2α
l∈L(s)

0

[z]ba

:= min{max{z, a}, b} (z, a, b ∈ R).
where α > 0 and
Source s transmits xs (k) to link l (l ∈ L(s)) and updates
ys (k) as follows:

ys (k) := argmin −us (ys ) + Zs (k)ys + α(ys − ys (k − 1))2 .
ys ∈Is

They proposed the following dual subgradient and primal-dual
subgradient methods [23, Subsection 2.2, (15), (16)] to solve
the NUM problem (see also [24, (16), (17)]): given µ(k) :=
(µi (k))i∈V ∈ RV+ ,
X
µl (k)cl ,
xs (k) ∈ argmax{us (xs ) − xs µs (k)} +
l∈L
+

,



s∈S(l)

(12)

(10)

xs ∈Is

xs (k) − cl




µ(k + 1) := [µ(k) + γk g(x(k))] ,
(11)
P
α
x(k)
s∈S s
,
x̃(k) := P
s∈S αs
P
where gl (x) := s∈S(l) xs − cl (l ∈ L, x := (xs )s∈S ∈ RS ),
S
gs (x) := 0 (s ∈ S, x ∈ RS ), g(x) := (gi (x))>
i∈V (x ∈ R ),
+
>
(γk )k∈N , (αs )s∈S ⊂ (0, +∞), and µ := (max{0, µi })i∈V
(µ := (µi )i∈V ∈ RV ). Proposition 2 in [23]
P provides the
lower and upper bounds on the primal cost s∈S us of x̃(k)
defined by (11) under certain assumptions. The update of µ(k)
defined by algorithm (11) usesP
all the values of the cl s since
algorithm (11) uses gl (x) := s∈S(l) xs − cl (l ∈ L, x :=
(xs )s∈S ∈ RS ). Hence, algorithm (11) can be implemented by
“network providers” [23, p.1761] knowing all of the values of
the cl s. However, the existence of such “network providers”
might not be realistic in modern communication networks.
Meanwhile, each link l in Algorithms 1 and 2 uses only the
information of its own link (i.e., the closed-form expression

Source s updates Rs (k + 1) and Zs (k + 1) by
Rs (k + 1) := max {−ys (k) + xs (k), Rs (k) + ys (k) − xs (k)} ,
Zs (k + 1) := Rs (k + 1) + ys (k) − xs (k).
P
When α ≥ (2S + s∈S ds )/2 is chosen, where ds (s ∈ S)
is the length of path of source s, the sequence (ȳ(k))k∈N :=
((ȳs (k))s∈S )k∈N generated by
ȳs (k) :=

k−1
1X
ys (t)
k t=0

(s ∈ S),

(13)

where ys (k) (s ∈ S, k ∈ N) is defined as in (12), converges to
a solution of Problem II.1 at the following rate [30, Theorem
3, (23)]:
!
 
k−1
X
1X
1
us
ys (t) ≥ U ? − O
(14)
k t=0
k
s∈S

(see Theorem III.1(ii) for the rate of convergence of Algorithms 1 and 2). The DNFC algorithm defined by (13) can
work under the assumptions considered in the present paper.
We can see that Algorithms 1 and 2 use the average vi (k) of
xj (k) (j ∈ Ni (k), k ≥ 0) with the weight parameters wij (k)
defined by Assumption III.3, whereas the DNFC algorithm
uses the average ȳs (k) of (ys (t))k−1
t=0 defined by (12).
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IV. N UMERICAL E XPERIMENTS
We consider the network model in Figure 1, which is based
on [9, Figure 3.12]. As shown, the network comprises two
dense networks that are connected by a bridge, and the number
of nodes in each of the two networks is 20. The number of
sources in each of the two networks is 2 and each source
uses 3 links chosen randomly. The number of sources using
the bridge and the two networks is 6 and each source uses
7 links chosen randomly, where the graph with sources and
links in the network is modified to satisfy Assumption III.2.
The capacity of each link is randomly chosen from (0, 1). The
maximum allowed rate for each source is randomly chosen
from (0, 1).
The experiments were conducted on a Mac Pro (Late 2013)
computer whose processor is a 3 GHz 8-Core Intel Xeon E5
CPU and whose main memory is 32 GB 1866 MHz DDR3
RAM. The algorithms used in the experiments were coded in
Python 3 with the NumPy 1.14.3 and SciPy 1.1.0 packages.

Fig. 1: Network model based on [9, Figure 3.12]
Source parameter ts for s was randomly chosen from {0, 1}.
If ts = 0, then the utility function of source s is defined
by (5) with ws ∈ [2, 5) and as ∈ [5, 20) randomly chosen,
where bs := −ws as . If ts = 1, then the utility function of
source s is defined by (4) with ps := 1 and a randomly chosen
ws ∈ [15, 20). Obviously, Assumption II.2(i) is satisfied. We
define ul (x) := 0 (l ∈ L, x ∈ RS ) to satisfy Assumption
II.2(ii). We assume that user i (i ∈ V := S ∪ L) satisfies
the standard assumption II.1, i.e., user i knows only its own
private information.
We verify how Algorithms 1 and 2 are affected by step sizes
(αk )k∈N . In the experiments, we used
αk := 1, 10−1 , 10−2 ,
1
10−1 10−2
αk :=
,
,
,
k+1 k+1 k+1
which satisfy the conditions in Theorems III.1 and III.2. The
weight parameters wij (k) (i ∈ V, j ∈ Ni (k))5 were set
to satisfy Assumptions III.1, III.2, and III.3. Accordingly,
Theorems III.1 and III.2 guarantee that, when both Algorithms
1 and 2 with diminishing step sizes are implemented, each
user in the network can find the optimal resource allocation.
Moreover, we compare the behaviors of Algorithms 1 and 2
5 See https://github.com/iiduka-researches/misc/blob/master/misc/matrix.py
for the method of setting wij (k) (i ∈ V, j ∈ Ni (k)).

with that of the DNFC algorithm (13) [30, Algorithm 2] with
parameters satisfying the conditions in [30, Theorem 3].
Two performance measures were used in the experiments:
for xi (0) := 0 (i ∈ V) and all k ∈ N,
X

kx̄(k) − Pi (x̄(k))k (Algorithms 1 and 2)


i∈V
D(k) := X

kȳ(k) − Pi (ȳ(k))k (DNFC),


i∈V
X

us (xs,s (k)) (Algorithms 1 and 2)


s∈S
X
U (k) :=

us (ȳs (k))
(DNFC),


s∈S

where xs (k) := (xs,t (k))t∈S ∈ RS (s ∈ S, k ∈ N)
is the point generated by one of Algorithms 1 and 2 and
x̄(k) := (xs,s (k))s∈S ∈ RS . If (D(k))k∈N converges to
0, then
converge to a point in the constraint
T the algorithms T
set i∈V Fix(Pi ) =
i∈V Ci = C. U (k) (k ∈ N) is
used to evaluate the objective function in Problem II.1. The
elapsed time for the algorithms used in the experiments was
obtained by using the timeit module in Python. Values
k = 102 , 103 , and 104 were used in the stopping condition for
each of the algorithms. We verified that the optimal value of
Problem II.1 is U ? ≈ 19.61432375 by using Sequential Least
SQuares Programming (SLSQP) [14], which is a centralized
optimization solver in the SciPy 1.1.0 package.
Table I lists the elapsed time and values of D(k) and U (k)
(k = 102 , 103 ) for the DNFC algorithm (13) [30, Algorithm 2]
and Algorithms 1 and 2. It is necessary to verify whether the
algorithms converge quickly to a point in C (i.e., D(k) ≈ 0)
because the set C is the constraint set in the NUM problem.
First, we compare the values of D(k) (k = 102 , 103 ) for
Algorithm 1 with the ones for Algorithm 2. Table I shows that,
when the step size was fixed, Algorithms 1 and 2 had almost
the same behaviors. Algorithms 1 and 2 with diminishing step
sizes satisfied D(103 ) ≈ 0, whereas Algorithms 1 and 2 with
constant step sizes satisfied D(k) > 1.7 (k = 102 , 103 ). The
elapsed time of Algorithm 1 was almost the same as that
of Algorithm 2. From the above discussion, Algorithms 1
and 2 with diminishing step sizes should be used to solve
Problem II.1. This is supported by the convergence analyses
of Algorithms 1 and 2 (Theorems III.1 and III.2) guaranteeing
that Algorithms 1 and 2 using a diminishing step size converge
to a solution of Problem II.1. Meanwhile, Table I shows that,
although the DNFC algorithm required much time, (D(k))1000
k=0
generated by the DNFC algorithm converged to 0. Hence,
we can see that the DNFC algorithm performed better than
Algorithms 1 and 2 with constant step sizes.
Next, we compare the values of U (k) (k = 102 , 103 ) for
the algorithms in the experiments. Table I indicates that the
DNFC algorithm converged to a solution of Problem II.1, as
promised in [30, Theorem 3]. Similarly, Algorithms 1 and 2
with αk = 1/(k + 1), 10−1 /(k + 1) converged to a solution
of Problem II.1, as promised in Theorems III.1 and III.2. In
addition, U (103 ) (≈ 4) generated by either of Algorithms 1
and 2 with αk = 10−2 /(k + 1) was less than U ? , whereas
they converged to a point in C faster than other algorithms.
Algorithms 1 and 2 with constant step sizes had U (103 ) > 30
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(a) k = 102
Algorithm

Time [s]

D(102 )

U (102 )

DNFC [30]
Alg. 1 (αk = 1)
Alg. 2 (αk = 1)
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−1 )
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−1 )
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−2 )
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−2 )
Alg. 1 (αk = 1/(k + 1))
Alg. 2 (αk = 1/(k + 1))
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−1 /(k + 1))
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−1 /(k + 1))
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−2 /(k + 1))
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−2 /(k + 1))

0.91254
0.16692
0.16309
0.17012
0.16600
0.16092
0.15328
0.16306
0.15987
0.15510
0.14941
0.14947
0.14553

32.38765
6.70352
6.70352
6.37677
6.37677
1.89796
1.93210
2.10725
2.14690
0.17539
0.18222
0.00793
0.00796

95.30908
42.78859
42.78859
42.43657
42.43657
33.34397
33.56496
33.79944
34.03348
18.21854
18.46435
4.93398
5.01410

2 was less with αk = 10−1 /(k + 1), 10−2 /(k + 1) than with
αk = 1/(k + 1) (Table I and Figures 5–7). Accordingly,
we can see that Algorithms 1 and 2 performed better with
αk = 1/(k + 1) than with αk = 10−1 /(k + 1), 10−2 /(k + 1).
We also verify whether Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk =
10−1 /(k+1), 10−2 /(k+1) approximate a solution to Problem
II.1 for a large enough iteration k. Tables I and II show that
Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk = 10−1 /(k + 1), 10−2 /(k + 1)
converged to a point in C and that they increased U (k) little
by little. Hence, we can see that, although Algorithms 1 and
2 required more time with αk = 10−1 /(k + 1), 10−2 /(k + 1)
than with αk = 1/(k + 1), Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk =
10−1 /(k+1), 10−2 /(k+1) converged to a solution of Problem
II.1.
TABLE II: Elapsed time and values of D(104 ) and U (104 ) for
Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk = 10−1 /(k + 1), 10−2 /(k + 1)
Algorithm

(b) k = 103
Time [s]

D(103 )

U (103 )

DNFC [30]
Alg. 1 (αk = 1)
Alg. 2 (αk = 1)
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−1 )
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−1 )
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−2 )
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−2 )
Alg. 1 (αk = 1/(k + 1))
Alg. 2 (αk = 1/(k + 1))
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−1 /(k + 1))
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−1 /(k + 1))
Alg. 1 (αk = 10−2 /(k + 1))
Alg. 2 (αk = 10−2 /(k + 1))

10.66114
1.63952
1.60649
1.71241
1.66357
1.60314
1.55142
1.48479
1.45622
1.47941
1.44119
1.41824
1.40255

0.49226
6.70352
6.70352
6.37677
6.37677
1.71861
1.75692
0.34058
0.34550
0.02834
0.02800
0.00069
0.00069

17.88063
42.78859
42.78859
42.43657
42.43657
32.98997
33.21719
23.87111
23.91450
13.84689
13.93110
4.18878
4.23956

and D(103 ) > 1.7; i.e., they did not approximate a solution
to Problem II.1 until the stopping conditions were satisfied.
We next verify the behaviors of the sequences (D(k))1000
k=0
and (U (k))1000
k=0 generated by the algorithms in the experiments. Figures 2–4 show the behaviors of the DNFC algorithm
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with constant step sizes. The sequence
(D(k))1000
k=50 generated by the DNFC algorithm decreased and
the DNFC algorithm converged to a solution of Problem II.1,
as seen in Table I. Meanwhile, these figures indicate that
Algorithms 1 and 2 with constant step sizes did not converge
to a point in C (see also Table I).
Figures 5–7 show the behaviors of the DNFC algorithm
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with diminishing step sizes. The
figures indicate that (D(k))1000
k=0 generated by the DNFC
algorithm and Algorithms 1 and 2 converged to 0. In particular,
Algorithms 1 and 2 converged to a point in C faster than
the DNFC algorithm. Moreover, Figure 5 and Table I show
that Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk = 1/(k + 1) performed
better than the DNFC algorithm. Algorithms 1 and 2 with
αk = 10−1 /(k + 1), 10−2 /(k + 1) converged to a point in C
faster than Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk = 1/(k +1). However,
the value of U (103 ) generated by either of Algorithms 1 and

Alg.
Alg.
Alg.
Alg.

1
2
1
2

(αk
(αk
(αk
(αk

= 10−1 /(k + 1))
= 10−1 /(k + 1))
= 10−2 /(k + 1))
= 10−2 /(k + 1))

D(104 )

U (104 )

14.19869
13.73651
13.75821
13.26862

0.00247
0.00260
0.00007
0.00007

15.17346
15.25161
4.79908
4.84906

From the above discussion, we can conclude that the performances of Algorithms 1 and 2 depend on step size. The
comparisons of the DNFC algorithm with Algorithms 1 and 2
showed that the DNFC algorithm performs better than Algorithms 1 and 2 with constant step sizes, whereas Algorithms
1 and 2 with diminishing step sizes perform better than the
DNFC algorithm. In particular, Algorithms 1 and 2 with small
diminishing step sizes (e.g., αk = 10−1 /(k+1), 10−2 /(k+1))
converge to a point in the absolute constraint set quickly, and
Algorithms 1 and 2 with large diminishing step sizes (e.g.,
αk = 1/(k + 1)) approximate a solution to Problem II.1
quickly.
DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

102

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2
102

D( k )

Algorithm

Time [s]

U(k)

TABLE I: Elapsed time and values of D(k) and U (k) (k =
102 , 103 ) for the DNFC algorithm, and Algorithms 1 and 2

101

100
0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

(a) Evaluation of D(k)

1000

0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

(b) Evaluation of U (k)

Fig. 2: Behaviors of D(k) and U (k) for the DNFC algorithm,
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk := 1 (Algorithm 1 had almost
the same behavior as Algorithm 2)

V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed two distributed optimization algorithms, a projected proximal algorithm and a projected subgradient algorithm, for solving the NUM problem under the
constraint that each source has its own nonsmooth concave
utility function and each link has its own capacity constraint.
The algorithms are each guaranteed to converge to the solution
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DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

102
101

102

100

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

102

U(k)

102

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

D( k )

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

U(k)

D( k )

10−1
101

101

10−2
10−3

100

0
0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

0

(a) Evaluation of D(k)

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

(b) Evaluation of U (k)

Fig. 3: Behaviors of D(k) and U (k) for the DNFC algorithm,
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk := 10−1 (Algorithm 1 had
almost the same behavior as Algorithm 2)

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

102

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

101

U(k)

D( k )

102

100

0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

0

(a) Evaluation of D(k)

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

(b) Evaluation of U (k)

Fig. 4: Behaviors of D(k) and U (k) for the DNFC algorithm,
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk := 10−2 (Algorithm 1 had
almost the same behavior as Algorithm 2)

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

102

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

101

U(k)

D( k )

102

100

0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

0

(a) Evaluation of D(k)

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

(b) Evaluation of U (k)

Fig. 5: Behaviors of D(k) and U (k) for the DNFC algorithm,
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk := 1/(k + 1) (Algorithm 1
had almost the same behavior as Algorithm 2)

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

102

DNFC
Alg.1
Alg.2

400
600
Number of iterations

800

(a) Evaluation of D(k)

1000

0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

(b) Evaluation of U (k)

Fig. 7: Behaviors of D(k) and U (k) for the DNFC algorithm,
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk := 10−2 /(k + 1) (Algorithm
1 had almost the same behavior as Algorithm 2)

of the NUM problem under certain assumptions. Numerical
experiments were performed to demonstrate the performances
of the two algorithms and the existing DNFC algorithm [30]
for the NUM problem. The numerical results indicated that the
algorithms were able to find the optimal resource allocation. In
particular, the proposed algorithms with diminishing step sizes
are well suited for finding the solution to the NUM problem.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOFS OF T HEOREMS III.1 AND III.2
Let us consider the following algorithm [11, Algorithm 3.1].
User i receives xj (k) from its neighboring users j ∈ Ni (k)
and computes xi (k + 1) defined as follows:
X
vi (k) :=
wij (k)xj (k),
(15)
j∈Ni (k)
xi (k + 1) := Pi,ξ (Proxαk fi (vi (k))) ,
where fi := −ui (i ∈ V), Pi,ξ (i ∈ V) is the metric projection
i
onto a constraint set Ci,ξ randomly selected from {Ci,j }Jj=1
,
TJi
and Ci := j=1 Ci,j . Since Problem II.1 is considered under
the special case that Ci = Ci,j for all i ∈ V and all j =
1, 2, . . . , Ji , we consider algorithm (15) when Pi,j := Pi (i ∈
V, j = 1, 2, . . . , Ji ), which is the same as in Algorithm 1.
Accordingly, we can apply the results in [11] for algorithm
(15) to Algorithm 1.
We first give a lemma.
Lemma A.1 Suppose that Assumptions
II.1, II.2, and III.3
P
hold
and
define
D̂(k)
:=
d(x
(k),
C)2 , D̄(k) :=
i
i∈V
P
? 2
Pi∈V kxi (k) − x k , zi (k) := PC (vi?(k)), and z(k) :=
i∈V fi (zi (k)) for all k ∈ N, where x ∈ C is a solution
to Problem II.1. Then, there exist N1 ∈ (0, 1) and Ni > 0
(i = 2, 3) such that

102

D̂(k + 1) ≤ (1 − N1 )D̂(k) + N2 αk2 ,

U(k)

101

D( k )

200

100

?

D̄(k + 1) ≤ D̄(k) − 2αk (z(k) − f ) +

(16)
N3 αk2 ,

(17)

10−1
0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

(a) Evaluation of D(k)

1000

0

200

400
600
Number of iterations

800

1000

where f := −U , U ? is the optimal value of Problem II.1, and
f ? := −U ? .

(b) Evaluation of U (k)

Fig. 6: Behaviors of D(k) and U (k) for the DNFC algorithm,
and Algorithms 1 and 2 with αk := 10−1 /(k + 1) (Algorithm
1 had almost the same behavior as Algorithm 2)

Proof: We prove Lemma A.1 by referring to the results
in [11]. Assumption II.2 (the Lipschitz continuity of ui (i ∈
V)) ensures that, for all i ∈ V, there exists Mi ∈ R such
that sup{kgi k : x ∈ Ci , gi ∈ ∂(−ui )(x)} ≤ Mi [5, Theorem
6.2.2, Corollary 6.1.2, and Exercise 6.1.9(c)]. This, together
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with Assumptions II.1 and II.2, implies that (A1)–(A3) in [11]
hold. Since the assumptions in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in [11] are
satisfied, the inequalities in [11, p.42] hold, i.e., there exist6
c > 1/6 and d > 0 such that, for all i ∈ V and all k ∈ N,

The definition of the limit inferior of z(k) guarantees that
there exists k1 ∈ N such that, for all k ≥ k1 ,


1
2α lim inf z(k) − f ? − 0 ≤ 2α (z(k) − f ? ) ,
k→+∞
2

1
2
d (vi (k), C) + dαk2 .
6c
2
2
The
P convexity of d(·, C)2 guarantees that d(vi (k), C) ≤
w
(k)d
(x
(k),
C)
.
Accordingly,
Assumption
III.3
j
j∈V ij
leads to (16).
Since C is compact, there exists a solution of Problem II.1
[1, Corollary 8.31, Proposition 11.14]. The assumptions in
Lemma A.1 and [11, Lemma 3.1] ensure that, for all i ∈ V
and all k ∈ N,
1
kxi (k + 1) − x? k2 ≤ kvi (k) − x? k2 − d(vi (k), C)2 + dαk2
6c
− 2αk (fi (zi (k)) − fi (x? ))
(18)

which implies that, for all k ≥ k1 ,

d(xi (k + 1), C)2 ≤ d(vi (k), C)2 −

k→+∞

≤ kvi (k) − x? k2 + dαk2

which implies that

− 2αk (fi (zi (k)) − fi (x? )).
An argument similar to the one for obtaining (16) implies (17).
This completes the proof.
2
Next, we prove Theorem III.1(i).
Proof of Theorem III.1(i): We prove that there exists M1 > 0
such that
lim inf D̂(k) ≤ M1 α2 .
k→+∞

1
2α (z(k) − f ? ) > N3 α2 + 0 .
2
Accordingly, from (17), for all k ≥ k1 ,
1
1
D̄(k + 1) ≤ D̄(k) − 0 ≤ D̄(k0 ) − 0 (k + 1 − k1 ),
2
2
which leads to a contradiction since the right-hand side of the
above inequality approaches minus infinity when k diverges.
Therefore, (20) holds for all  > 0. Since  > 0 is arbitrary,
we have


2α lim inf z(k) − f ? ≤ N3 α2 ,

(19)

To show that N1 lim inf k→+∞ D̂(k) ≤ N2 α2 , we assume
that the assertion does not hold, i.e., N1 lim inf k→+∞ D̂(k) >
N2 α2 . Then there exists δ > 0 such that
N1 lim inf D̂(k) > N2 α2 + 2δ.
k→+∞

The definition of the limit inferior of D̂(k) means that there
exists k0 ∈ N such that, for all k ≥ k0 ,

N3
α.
2
This completes the proof of Theorem III.1(i).
2
Finally, we prove Theorem III.1(ii).
Proof of Theorem III.1(ii): Theorem 3.1 in [11] guarantees
that, under Assumptions (A1)–(A3) in [11], Assumption 2.2
in [11] (which is the same as Assumption III.2 in the present
paper), and Assumption 2.3 in [11] (which is the same as Assumption III.3 in the present paper), the sequence (xi (k))k∈N
(i ∈ V) generated by algorithm (15) with Pi = Pi,j
(i ∈ V, j = 1, 2, . . . , Ji ) (i.e., Algorithm 1) converges to a
solution of Problem II.1.
Summing (16) from k = 1 to k = K ∈ N ensures that
lim inf z(k) − f ? ≤
k→+∞

N1

K
X

D̂(k) ≤ D̂(1) − D̂(K + 1) + N2

k=1

N1 lim inf D̂(k) − δ ≤ N1 D̂(k).
k→+∞

Accordingly, for all k ≥ k0 ,
N1 D̂(k) > N2 α2 + δ.
Hence, (16) guarantees that, for all k ≥ k0 ,
D̂(k + 1) ≤ D̂(k) − δ ≤ D̂(k0 ) − δ(k + 1 − k0 ),
which is a contradiction since the right-hand side of the
above inequality approaches minus infinity when k diverges.
Therefore, N1 lim inf k→+∞ D̂(k) ≤ N2 α2 , i.e., (19) holds.
We show that, for all  > 0,


2α lim inf z(k) − f ? ≤ N3 α2 + .
(20)
k→+∞

Here, let us assume that, for all  > 0, (20) does not hold, i.e.,
there exists 0 > 0 such that


?
2α lim inf z(k) − f
> N3 α2 + 0 .
k→+∞

6 From [16, p.223] (see also Assumption 2.5 in [11]) and the definition of
Ci (i ∈ V), we can set a large number c > 0 such that d(vi (k), C)2 ≤
cd(vi (k), Ci )2 (i ∈ V, k ∈ N).

K
X

αk2 ,

k=1

P+∞

2
k=1 αk

which, together with
< +∞ and the convexity of
d(·, C)2 , implies that there exists N4 > 0 such that
!2
K
K
X
1 X
1 X
N4
xi (k), C
≤
.
d
D̂(k) ≤
K
K
K
i∈V

k=1

k=1

Accordingly, (7) holds.
Inequality (18)Pand the assumption of theP
existence of N5 >
2
0 such that N5 i∈V kvi (k) − x? k2 ≤
i∈V d(vi (k), C)
(k ∈ N), together with Assumption III.3, imply that there
exists c > N5 /6 such that
D̄(k + 1) ≤ (1 − p)D̄(k) − 2αk (z(k) − f ? ) + N3 αk2 ,
where p := N5 /(6c) and N3 := dV . In the case where αk ∈
(0, 1] (k ∈ N), for all k ∈ N,
1 − pαk
1
N3
D̄(k) −
D̄(k + 1) +
αk . (21)
2αk
2αk
2
(a) Let αk = 1/(pk) (k ∈ N). Inequality (21) implies that, for
all k ∈ N,
p(k − 1)
pk
N3
z(k) − f ? ≤
D̄(k) −
D̄(k + 1) +
.
2
2
2pk
z(k) − f ? ≤

11

Summing the above inequality from k = 1 to k = K ∈ N
ensures that
K
1 X
p
N3 1 + log K
z(k) − f ? ≤ − D̄(K + 1) +
,
K
2
2p
K
k=1

PK

where k=1 (1/k) ≤ 1 + log K. The convexity of fi (i ∈ V)
thus guarantees that
!
K
X
p
N3 1 + log K
1 X
zi (k) ≤ f ? − D̄(K + 1) +
fi
K
2
2p
K
i∈V

k=1

≤ f? +

N3 1 + log K
.
2p
K

(b) Let αk = 2/(p(k + 1)) (k ∈ N). From (21), for all k ∈ N,
p(k − 1)k
pk(k + 1)
D̄(k) −
D̄(k + 1) + N6 ,
4
4
where (N3 k)/(p(k + 1)) ≤ N3 /p =: N6 . Summing the above
inequality from k = 1 to k = K ∈ N ensures that

k(z(k) − f ? ) ≤

K

X
p
2N6
2
kz(k) − f ? ≤ − D̄(K + 1) +
,
K(K + 1)
2
K +1
k=1

which, together with the convexity of fi (i ∈ V), implies that
!
K
X
X
p
2N6
2
kzi (k) ≤ f ? − D̄(K + 1) +
fi
K(K + 1)
2
K
i∈V

k=1

2N6
.
K
This completes the proof of Theorem III.1(ii).
2
The results in [11, Section 4], together with the discussion
in Appendix A, imply Theorem III.2. Therefore, we omit the
proof of Theorem III.2.
≤ f? +
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